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In1887, Heinrich Hertz was the first person to prove the existence of  electro magnetic waves. These 
waves are usually measured in the number of occurrences of the wave in one second. Often called 
“cycles per second”, or (since 1887) Hertz, abbreviated as Hz.

___________________________________________________________________________

If I were to shake stick of chewing gum, or a piece of cardboard… or an old shoe, exactly 440 times 
in a second you would hear a perfect middle A.   One octave up would be double 440, or 880, one 
octave lower is 220…Since Octaves double the frequencies, we can cover a tremendous number of 
them— very quickly.


Exponential orders of magnitude. This is especially relevant, you’ll be pleased to know, because it 
limits my talk talk to about ten minutes— I won’t be keeping anyone here until three in the morning,


When I originally talked about frequencies I assumed sound was part of the EM Spectrum, but 
because sound requires a medium to transmit (such as air or water). it is not considered a part of the 
EM Spectrum.


When we hear sound it is going through the air, Electro Magnetic Waves don’t need a medium; EM 
waves can travel through a vacuum (like space).


Human hearing, at best, 20-20,000 (about 10 octaves) twenty Hz would be twice as fast as the clicks 
of a stopwatch, like the one on shown on 60 minutes. 

Dogs can hear about one octave higher that humans, but they cannot hear as low 


Highlights of frequencies (expressed as octaves above middle A) as we climb the spectrum: 


Oct. above Middle A

	 9+ 	 AM radio

	 11+	 shortwave radio

	 16+    	Old TV (VHF) ch2, 3, 4, 5, 6, All of FM radio, old TV 7-13?

	 19+  	 UHF TV

	 21+ 	 various Radar bands

	 29+ 	 Infra Red (IR) light: used by TV remote controls

	 46+  	 as we move into the in the PetaHz range (quadrillians of cycles per 		 

	 	 second); we start to see light. The visable light light spectrum begins with 

	 	 red, then orange, yellow... remember ROY G. BIV?


 So…      Whether you are mixing colors in a painting for the eye,

  	     	   or sounds from an instrument, for the ear,  
	 	         you are still arranging frequencies.  

	 





